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easurement of the ��2� tensors of KTiOPO4,
TiOAsO4, RbTiOPO4, and RbTiOAsO4 crystals

ichael V. Pack, Darrell J. Armstrong, and Arlee V. Smith

We use the separated-beams method to measure the second-order nonlinear optical tensors of the crystals
KTiOPO4, KTiOAsO4, RbTiOPO4, and RbTiOAsO4 for second-harmonic generation of 1064-nm light.
Our results agree well with most previous measurements but have improved precision.

OCIS codes: 160.4330, 190.4400.
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. Introduction

t is important in designing nonlinear optical fre-
uency converters to have reliable information on
rystal properties such as the refractive index and the
onlinear optical tensor. Because crystals of the
TiOPO4 �KTP� family are among the most widely
sed nonlinear crystals, we have chosen to measure
heir nonlinear optical tensors with improved preci-
ion. Besides aiding in converter design, more-
recise values can address important questions such
s whether all KTP crystals have identical nonlin-
arities. The persistent disagreement among mea-
ured values arouses the suspicion that there might
e variations among crystal samples as a result of
mpurities or stoichiometry. It is also important to
now whether there are significant differences in
onlinearity among the various members of the KTP

amily. It is well known that the arsenates have
etter infrared transmission than the phosphates; it
s also known that the refractive indices of the four
rystals of interest differ, leading to different phase-
atching properties. However, past nonlinearity
easurements were not precise enough to allow us to

hoose among these crystals based on their nonlin-
arities alone. Finally, previous measurements1,2

ave noted small but perhaps real violations of Klein-
an symmetry. More-precise measurements pro-

ide a better test of this symmetry in the KTP family.

The authors are with the Department 1118, Sandia National
aboratories, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87185. A. V. Smith’s
-mail address is arlsmit@sandia.gov.
Received 5 November 2003; revised manuscript received 25 Feb-

uary 2004; accepted 22 March 2004.
. Measurement Method

ur measurements were performed by use of the
eparated-beams method. This method, along with
he precision and accuracy that it can attain, were
escribed in earlier papers.3–5 It is similar to Maker
ringe methods in that it is based on non-phase-
atched measurements. However, analysis of a

eparated-beams measurement is more straightfor-
ard because no fringe analysis is needed and be-

ause interference effects are insignificant. For a
eparated-beams measurement a crystal sample is
ut with an �20° angle on its exit face such that the
rystal acts as a prism to separate angularly as many
s five second-harmonic beams. These beams are
verlapped in a Maker fringe measurement and must
e separated by fringe analysis.
We use a 10-pulse�s single-longitudinal-mode,
-switched Nd:YAG laser to provide 1–5 mJ, 10-ns
ulses at 1064 nm in a collimated 1-mm-diameter
eam for non-phase-matched second-harmonic gen-
ration in the sample. The deflection angles plus
he strengths of the angularly separated second-
armonic beams, in combination with knowledge of
he polarization direction of the input fundamental,
an be used to deduce both the individual nonlinear
ensor elements dijk�d � ��2��2� and the refractive
ndices at the fundamental and harmonic frequen-
ies. The measurements that we report here are
alibrated relative to dzxy of KH2PO4 �KDP�, for
hich we assume a value6 of 0.39 pm�V. Our mea-

urement accuracy relative to that for KDP is usually
5% and is determined primarily by the accuracy
ith which we can measure 	k, the phase mismatch
ssociated with each second-harmonic beam.
Crystals of the KTP family belong to point group

mm, so the form of their nonlinear tensor in a coor-
1 June 2004 � Vol. 43, No. 16 � APPLIED OPTICS 3319
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inate system where x, y, and z refer to principal axes
ith refractive-index ordering nx 
 ny 
 nz is

d � � 0 0 0 0 dxxz 0
0 0 0 dyyz 0 0

dzxx dzyy dzzz 0 0 0
� . (1)

ll nonzero terms of the d tensor are known accord-
ng to previous research by Anema and Rasing to
ave the same sign for KTP.7 Our separated-beams
easurements provide independent measurements

f each tensor element, including the elements’ rela-
ive signs, by use of two crystal samples, one cut for
ropagation along the x axis and the other cut for
ropagation along the y axis.
To test consistency among crystals from different

ources we purchased flux grown crystals from three
ommercial vendors: Crystal Laser �CL� x and y
uts of KTP, KTiOAsO4 �KTA�, RbTiOPO4 �RTP�, and
bTiOAsO4 �RTA�; Red Optronics �RO� x and y cuts of
TP; and Crystal Associates �CA� x-cut RTA. The
ormal to the tilted exit face lies in the xz plane for
he CL x-cut crystals and in the xy plane for the RO
nd CA x-cut crystals. For the y-cut samples the
ace normals lie in the xy plane for the RO crystal and
n the yz plane for the CL crystal. The sizes of all
amples were approximately 5 mm on each side.
We independently measured the refractive indices

or the fundamental and the second-harmonic light
ased on the refraction angles of the various second-
armonic beams.4 Our measured refractive indices

or all samples are listed in Table 1. It is evident
hat all the samples of a particular crystal have iden-
ical refractive indices within our measurement pre-
ision, except for the KTP ny values at 1064 nm. The
ifference in that case is 0.0012, or twice the mea-
urement error, but this discrepancy affects only the
easured value of dzyy, and the associated error is

ess than 1%.
Our reference KDP crystal was cut for propagation

long � � 90°,  � 45°, allowing us to use dzxy as the
tandard. We did not consider linear absorption in
ur analysis because the absorption of our samples
as less than 1% in all cases according to published
alues8 and vendor specifications, so the contribution
f absorption to our measurement uncertainty was
egligible, except possibly for RTP, for which linear
bsorption may reduce our reported values for dxxz
nd d by as much as 1%. Further, our second-

Table 1. Summary of Measured Refractive Indices n with
Measurement Uncertainty of �0.0003

Crystal
�Supplier�

Value at 1064 nm Value at 532 nm

nx ny nz nx ny nz

KTP �CL� 1.7380 1.7450 1.8297 1.7781 1.7885 1.8888
KTP �RO� 1.7377 1.7462 1.8298 1.7775 1.7886 1.8891
KTA �CL� 1.7816 1.7860 1.8669 1.8254 1.8327 1.9299
RTP �CL� 1.7635 1.7728 1.8511 1.8048 1.8179 1.9125
RTA �CL� 1.8035 1.8100 1.8808 1.8477 1.8580 1.9443
RTA �CA� 1.8097 1.8802 1.8575 1.9440
yyz

320 APPLIED OPTICS � Vol. 43, No. 16 � 1 June 2004
armonic fluence was far below the gray tracking
hreshold of 100 MW�cm2, so optical damage of the
rystals is not an issue.

We always rotate the polarization of the input fun-
amental light through 90° or 180° as a test of the
elative signs of the tensor elements. In addition,
he dependence of the harmonic signal on the polar-
zation of the fundamental reassures us that our de-
ector is positioned to measure the intended beam
nd that there are no unwanted contributions from
ther beams. This procedure also provides a check
f the alignment of the polarizer with respect to the
rincipal axes of the crystal, and it checks the linear-
ty of our data acquisition electronics and photode-
ectors. For example, when a y-cut crystal is used
nd for measuring the z-polarized harmonic beam,
nd when the fundamental light is x polarized, only
he element dzxx contributes, and when the funda-
ental polarization is z polarized, only the dzzz ele-
ent contributes. At intermediate polarization

ngles both terms contribute and interfere. The
ign of the interference can be deduced from the vari-
tion of the harmonic signal with the fundamental
olarization angle, and, from the sign of that inter-
erence, the relative signs of dzxx and dzzz can be
etermined. Fitting the measured harmonic signal
ver the full range of polarization angles permits re-
iable extraction of the individual tensor elements
ven when the ratio of signals is large, as is illus-
rated by the curve of Fig. 1, which shows the varia-
ion of the z-polarized harmonic signal in a y-cut KTP
rystal with fundamental polarization angle �. The
oints in the figure were measured, whereas the solid
urve is the appropriate functional form with coeffi-
ients adjusted to best fit the data. We compared
he amplitude of the curve with a similar curve for

ig. 1. Second-harmonic signal as a function of the fundamental
olarization angle: comparison of the measured z-polarized
econd-harmonic pulse energy for the y-cut RO KTP crystal with a
unctional fit of the form �A sin2�� � �� � B cos2�� � ���2. In this
xample A�B � 18.
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he reference KDP crystal to calibrate the values of
zxx and dzzz by using the expressions given earlier.4
sing the same y-cut crystal, we could also measure
xzx by measuring the x-polarized harmonic signal.
n this case there was only a single tensor element
ontributing to the signal for all fundamental polar-
zation angles, and the signal peaked at � � 45°.
evertheless, we fitted the full curve to provide a
uality check on the measurement.
In the following sections we provide details of the
easurement of all the dijk.

. KTP

. dxxz

e made two independent measurements of the co-
fficient dxxx. From the y-cut CL sample we found
xxz � 1.90 � 0.18 pm�V. From the y-cut RO sample
e found dxxz � 2.12 � 0.20 pm�V. The average of

hese is 2.02 � 0.15 pm�V.

. dyyz

e could not measure the coefficient dyyz because the
ssociated 	k is only approximately twice the mea-
urement error, giving an unacceptably large uncer-
ainty for dzyy. By Kleinman symmetry it is
pproximately equal to dzyy, whose measured value is
iven below.

. dzxx

e made two independent measurements of dzxx.
rom the y-cut CL sample we found dzxx � 2.05 �
.08 pm�V. From the y-cut RO sample we found
zxx � 2.16 � 0.07 pm�V, giving an average value of
.10 � 0.07 pm�V.

. dzyy

e made two independent measurements of dzyy.
rom the y-cut CL sample we found dzyy � 3.70 �
.08 pm�V. From the x-cut RO sample we found

Table 2. Comparison of Reported d Values

Authors dxxz dyy

This work 2.02 � 0.07
Alford and Smithb 3.9 �
Shoji et al.c 1.9 � 0.1 3.7 �
Anema and Rasingd 1.78 � 0.2 3.37 �
Cheng et al.e

Vanherzeele and Bierleinf 1.91 � 0.2 3.64 �
Katog

Boulanger et al.h 1.19 � 0.08 2.37 �
Zondy et al.i 0.95

aAll d values are in units of picometers per volt.
bRef. 9.
cRef. 1.
dRef. 7.
eRef. 10.
fRef. 2.
gRef. 12.
hRef. 13.
iRef. 14.
zyy � 3.80 � 0.09 pm�V. The average value is
.75 � 0.07 pm�V.

. dzzz

e made four independent measurements of the co-
fficient dzzz. From the x-cut CL sample we found
zzz � 15.4 � 0.34 pm�V; from the x-cut RO sample
e found dzzz � 15.4 � 0.37 pm�V; from the y-cut CL

ample we found dzzz � 15.2 � 0.34 pm�V; from the
-cut RO sample we found dzzz � 15.7 � 0.37 pm�V.
he average of these is 15.4 � 0.2 pm�V.

. Comparison with Previous KTP Measurements

hese results are compared in Table 2 with previ-
usly reported values. The Alford–Smith9 measure-
ent was an absolute measurement based on phase-
atched parametric amplification of 1550- and

10-nm light by a 532-nm pump. The measure-
ents of Shoji et al.1 used Maker fringe methods and

requency doubling of 1064-nm light. Those mea-
urements were made relative to KDP and to quartz.
nema and Rasing7 used a Maker fringe method with

requency doubling of 1064-nm light to measure d
alues relative to dxxx of quartz. Cheng et al.10 also
ased their measurement on Maker fringes and fre-
uency doubling of 1064-nm light. They did not
tate what reference crystal they used, if any. Van-
erzeele and Bierlein2 used Maker fringe methods to
easure values of d relative to quartz for frequency

oubling of 880-nm light. They scaled their results
o correspond to doubling 1064-nm light, using the
iller scaling rule.11 Kato12 used phase-matched

econd-harmonic generation of 1064-nm light, and
oulanger et al.13 used phase-matched doubling of
320-nm light to measure the values of d without
eference to other crystals. Zondy et al.14 measured
xxz by phase-matched doubling of a focused, cw beam
f 1064-nm light.

equency Doubling of 1064-nm Light in KTPa

dzxx dzyy dzzz

2.12 � 0.07 3.75 � 0.07 15.4 � 0.2

2.2 � 0.1 3.7 � 0.1 14.6 � 1.0
17.4 � 1.7

2.5 � 0.5 4.4 � 1.1 16.9 � 3.3
2.54 � 0.5 4.35 � 0.4 16.9 � 1.7
4.6 � 0.5 8.3 � 0.8

10.6 � 7.5
for Fr

z

0.3
0.2
0.3

0.4

0.17
1 June 2004 � Vol. 43, No. 16 � APPLIED OPTICS 3321
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. KTA

e had only single samples of each KTA cut, so each
alue reported represents a single measurement, ex-
ept for dzzz, which was measured by use of both the
-cut and the y-cut samples. Our two measure-
ents of dzzz gave 15.5 � 0.34 for the x-cut sample

nd 15.45 � 0.34 from the y-cut sample. We did not
easure dxxz because the value of the associated 	k
as too small to provide an accurate measurement.
able 3 shows our results along with previous mea-
urements.10,13,15 Kato used phase-matched second-
armonic generation of 1064-nm light to measure the
alues of d relative to those of KTP. He reported
yyz�KTA� � �1.8 � 0.1�dyyz�KTP� and dxxz�KTA� �

1.3�dxxz�KTP�. Using our values for KTP, we ar-
ived at the values listed in the table for Kato.15

. RTP

e had only a single sample of each RTP cut, so each
alue reported represents a single measurement, ex-
ept for dzzz, which was measured by use of both the
-cut and the y-cut samples. Our two measure-
ents of dzzz gave 15.5 � 0.34 from the x-cut sample

nd 15.45 � 0.34 from the y-cut sample. Table 4
hows our results, along with the previous Maker-
ringe-based measurements of Cheng et al.10 The
greement with our values is good for dzzz and dzyy
ut less so for dzxx.

Table 3. Comparison of Reported d Values

Authors dxxz dyyz

This work 3.64 � 0.34
Cheng et al.b

Katoc 2.6 � 0.25 6.75 � 0.5
Boulanger et al.d 1.37 � 0.12 2.96 � 0.26

aAll d values are in units of picometers per volt.
bRef. 10.
cRef. 15.
dRef. 13.

Table 4. Comparison of Reported d Values

Authors dxxz dyyz

This work 1.98 � 0.34 3.98 � 0.39
Cheng et al.b

aAll d values are in units of picometers per volt.
bRef. 10.

Table 5. Comparison of Reported d Values

Authors dxxz dyyz

This work 2.17 � 0.20 3.92 � 0.15
Cheng et al.b

Boulanger et al.c 1.55 � 0.13 2.18 � 0.19

aAll d values are in units of picometers per volt.
bRef. 10.
cRef. 13.
322 APPLIED OPTICS � Vol. 43, No. 16 � 1 June 2004
. RTA

e made three measurements of dzzz, one with the
-cut CL crystal, which returned a value of 15.9 �
.29; one that used the y-cut CL crystal and gave
5.85 � 0.29; and one with the CA crystal that gave
5.96 � 0.30. We also made dual measurements of
zyy, one from the CL crystal that gave 3.87 � 0.08
nd one from the CA crystal that gave 3.91 � 0.13.
e also made two measurements of dyyz, one with the
L crystal that gave 3.90 � 0.21 and another with the
A crystal that gave 3.93 � 0.17. Table 5 lists our
alues along with previously reported values of
heng et al.10 and Boulanger et al.13 The agreement
etween our values and those of Cheng et al. is ex-
ellent.

. Conclusions

e found no significant differences between crystals
rom different vendors, either in our measured values
or dijk or in our measured refractive indices. Klein-
an symmetry is an approximate symmetry that

tates that the values of all dijk elements with per-
uted subscripts are equal. Although there is a

onsistent tendency for the value of dxxz to be smaller
han that of dzxx in our results as well as in previous
easurements, we did not see a definite violation of
leinman symmetry for any members of the KTP

amily within the precision of our measurements.

equency Doubling of 1064-nm Light in KTAa

dzxx dzyy dzzz

2.3 � 0.05 3.66 � 0.08 15.5 � 0.34
2.8 � 0.5 4.2 � 0.9 16.2 � 3.2

equency Doubling of 1064-nm Light in RTPa

dzxx dzyy dzzz

2.05 � 0.07 3.82 � 0.10 15.6 � 0.32
3.3 � 0.6 4.1 � 0.8 17.1 � 3.4

equency Doubling of 1064-nm Light in RTAa

dzxx dzyy dzzz

2.25 � 0.07 3.89 � 0.08 15.9 � 0.25
2.3 � 0.5 3.8 � 0.8 15.8 � 3.2
for Fr
for Fr
for Fr
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urther, we found that the d tensors of the four crys-
al species measured here are remarkably similar, as
ay be seen from Table 6.
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